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1. PROBLEM., Theyresident, recognizing the press of time on'him, and the need
to make,better use of his personal time on the job, personally assessed the use of
his time. He asked all administrators and non-teaching professionals to do h same
and respond to a simple questionnaire by answering two questions. .ii prio
order, list the tffhree activities, prOblems, diversicps, etc. that divert your time
from your job during the work day; and, in priority dvderl,,what three best gestiohs
could be made to make better use of each person's,tima.- ,TctaXinonymity wa de#

sired in that the questionnaires were sent out t4 Addressees with single itigedressed
sheetS back to the Central Office. ,

, 1 4 ^ t/'-vVI* .

2. DISCUSSION. Fifty fivequestidnmaires were sent out; 28 replies' werereturned,

providing a 50'.1% response to the EqeSid ti's request. -

.
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STATED b,0 NOT NECESSARILY REPRE
SENT OF NATIONAL INSIT ITLITE OF
E0t,CATiON POSITION OP POLICY

3. Following are responses to the question'S concerning activities, problems, di.-

versions, etc. that interfere with a day's'work:

a. 75% of the respondents identified unscheduled visits from faculty members,
other administrators and other social visits. -many of these are caused by the lo- ,

cation of the respondent; where he or she is located close to traffic and they appear

to attract diversions. Lack of privacy was cited in relation to problem. Several

comments were made that many of these distractions were of abusihess nature, Out they
did interrupt the day to day work. One respondent.said that he needed better self -
discipline to handle this problem and still not be abrupt with `visitors. ,Thist
general area was the most mentioned, first priority problem.

,

b. 39% of the respondents cited short notice special studieS, reports,,unscheduled
activities and an overall excess of paper work that did not appear to be too important.
Again, most,of the respondents in this category listed these probleMs as kirst priority.

c. 25% of the respondents mentioned meetings too many meetings; meetings that
lasted too long, wee not as meaningful as they might,be, 'Problems associated with

meetings were listed more as a second priority than first or third. Several respondent's

said that meetings were essential, BUT , y

d. 18% said that paperwork associated with personnel work, and performirig

clerical Work that might be done better and much cheaper by secretaries or student
personnel workers diverted major 'proportions of their time.

e. Another 18% referred to a breakdadn of communications; bdth as 'to policies

S and day to day assignments.

r\
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f, 11% said that-either their job descriptions were not clear or that the
administrative unit caused them concern and in some instances iost"them tine in

trying to find out Who had authority to get given jobs done.

g. Other item identified'were: Political activity, collecting delinquent

dues from vocational students, participating in community activities' (such as church,
Civic clubs, etc.), supervising students both on and off campus, failure to others
to perform their assigned duties, distant parking, family and personal matters,
maintenance and janitorial inefficiencyl.inaccuracy in the, catalog, attitude of

employees and working With outside,agendies Who rent college facilities. And one

respondent replied that filling out silly, questionnaires took ,his time away from

his day to day job.

4. ,Following are suggestions made tO enable non - teaching professionals` to get

their jobs dote more effectively:, $

a. 61% cited a need to plan their work, develop list of jobs and put them in
priority order; and then get them done is that order. Daily and weekly evaluation of

planning for work and actual work accomplished was recommended.

b. 2l% cited needs for more persOnhel, especially secretarial and clerical
assistance to allow them more tine to perfdrm professiorial tasks assigned. Assis-
tance in the Perkinston Library was also suggested t9, a..4. in providing library

services to George County.

c. 21% suggested. preparation of more.clearly defined job descriptions and
policies that will minimize or eliminate questiois as to who is responsible for

what.
.

d. 15% suggested more effective and concise oonmunications, and better written

procedures on jobs to be done.

:d. 14% suggested fewer and shorter meetings with longer lead time on meetings.

f. 10% each made references to improvements irrthe following areas:

g.

(1) Revise office spaceto provide for bettei work conditions and privacy. s,

(2), Provide longer lead time Or longer notice on rush jobs to be dociale

Other suggestiOhs made were:

More budget for instructional supplies and materials and get faculty involved

/in keeping up with.their expenses.

Finn& policy college-wide on dealing with subordinates.

Looseleaf catalog for administrators and counselors; get counselors involved

in development of the catalog.

Provide more literature on non-credit courses; almost nonencw.

HaVeall students pay for entire semester at registration.
. .
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Spend' more time talking with students on their problems.

Develop alphabetical.list of all students in total headcount.

Rearrange physical facilities to. better suit needs of the students.

Limit length of salesmen's visits and have secretary call to inform of

others waiting. .'

Minimize "social visits" of other' administrators and faculty without'being

rude'.

Have heating and cooling equipment checked quarterly by qualified experts.
4-

Hire competent .janitorial; and maintenance personnel.

Change "Receiving" tram ,maintenance to Finance and hire full tine person

to handle receiving:

Give less attention to. details and give more stress to bigger items.

Become a better salesmanfor the College throughout the commun4y.

Become more involved in the total college operation rather than devoting

100% attention'ta my job only. .

Recognize that What may appear to be, small. problems to fre,..are BIG problems

to those presenting it. Be more tolerant.

Appreciate my job and be willing to produce more.

Exercise more self-discipline on myself and demand more of!myself.

,5. Since' ,mast of the.respondents identified a need for better planning of their

time, tbefollowing thoughts are offered from R. Alec MacKenzie's book, The Time Trap.

Write down the most important things that need-doing tomorraiw and number than

in priority order. Then do'theth in that order. .If you don't get through, revise the

list for the next day and re-priority them. At'least you will be doing-the most im-

portant things first. -

Good resultswithout.good planning Coma from good luck, not good management.
. ,.

,
.

, .

Peopledon't,pian because they value their freedom to Choose what they want to
do; planning take's this choice away tram them ona minute by minute basis. You have

just got to .do the day to day thinggpgithout planning because it takes too much time

to plan., This results in constantly putting out' 'fires, rather than planning fire'

(Or excess work) prevention:
. ,

, .

Essential steps involved in planning for better utilization of one's time,
;

'accaroling tatiaaanzie, are: ,

,
4

1,.., Analyze present situation (where I am now).
,

cv .1
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2. Develop relevant assumptions (what conditions are likely to exist
within the time span of the plan.

3. Establishing objectives (what I want to achieve).

1

4. Develop alternatives (what different ways might attain these objectives.)

Making and implementing the decision.

6. Establishing review and control procedures.

A few comments might be in order concerning the above six steps. First, are
these steps designed for planning one day at a time, or are they designed for making
a grand monthly or weekly schedule? It makes little difference whether we try tO
schedule for a short period of time or for a longer period of time, we need to ask
ourselves tnese questions: Where am I now, or what have I got to do? How much time

do I expect it will take to get that job, or those jobs done? What must I do first,

second, third, and so on? Hopefully, at least more than one way to do any given job
will be considered rather that grabing onto the first ready solution that comes to

mind. And then, we need to do it. There is where most of us 'stop. ,We rarely

mentally discipline ourselves to review our actions and try to put sore kind of
control on how long we spend on the various aspects of our job.

"I am too busy to answerall-of the questions mentioned above", we say. But,

are we? It takes but a fleeting second for the many jobs we .have daily to run through

our minds. They do that anyway: And they bug US until our conscience becomes so
conditioned that they core in one ear and go right out the other ear, without making

any impression whatsoever. And that is when we start missing suspense dates, when ,

we start doing things a day late and a dollar short, or we simply do not do many
things that we ought to do because they are are our job.

And who will know if we let some of those little tasks slide? Who hastime td,
be an inspector general for the college? Each of us is a professional or we would

not be on the paYroll. The boss, starting with the President and going on down the
line, trusts the professional employee to do his or her job -- without being bugged on

the little details.

Perhaps this trust is betrayednot overtly by our saying, "I'll really put a
,good one over on them today--I just wont do what I am supposed to do.' They trust

re and no one will know, because no one will check me out today." No, that will

. rarely happen. But what will happen is that we come to work; we mentally inventory

. all of the things we did not get done yesterday, theiday before and the four days

before that., We' know that there is an imposing list of things to be done today.

Some of these things are more importan't than others. The phone rings; wrong number;

they wanted to talk to someone else, but the social call took 11 minutes. A co-worke'r

comes in to see if the spouse is better; if the kids are doing well in school; if we,

are goipg to get two or three days off following graduatio1; if we got any shrimp the

last tire we went shrimping. Cops,, that took 20 minutes and I have not had my first

cup of coffee of the day. Walking to the coffee room, pouring it and putting in sugar

and cream and Stirring it took only 21/2 minutes, but the little bull session with the

faculty withers there took another 221/2 minutes.
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And, so it goes until 75% of our administrators and other non-instructional
professionals listed unscheduled visits from faculty members, other administrators
and other social visits as a major cause of lost time on the jab.

It is a,proiblem that each of us must face and face squarely to get our jobs
done more effectively.
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